Customer Access Review – Full Assessment
Assessment details
Assessment area
Date of assessment
Directorate and Service
Manager
Officer conducting assessment

Valuation Services
24 May 2016
Strategic Directorate (Internal Services) – Legal Services
Marie Kelly-Stone - Head of Legal Services
Marie Kelly-Stone - Head of Legal Services

Step 1: Scoping the assessment
1

What are the aims and objectives of the activity or proposal?

2
3

Who will be affected?
How does the activity or proposal contribute to:
a) any key performance indicators?
b) policies, values or objectives of Dartford Borough Council?

Valuation Services is both a support service and corporate resource for the
Council. It provides key property advice to the Council and individual service
departments. It ensures that the Council maximises the benefits from its land
and property holdings. Its advice assists the Council to meet certain statutory
responsibilities and supports other managers to achieve their service
objectives.
Tenants, leaseholders and prospective purchasers of Council owned land
Contributes to the Corporate Plan objectives:


“To deliver high quality services, offering value for money and
demonstrating customer satisfaction and a culture of continuous
improvement.”

“To inform and consult residents and stakeholders about Council
services.”
Largely dictated by legislation and by the rules and regulations of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors in terms of professional standards.


4

Which aspects of the activity or proposal are dictated by
legislation/regulation and where do we have discretion in how
they are delivered?

Step 2: Information collection
Note: Equality and Diversity information for Dartford can be found at http://www.kent.gov.uk/about-the-council/information-and-data/Facts-and-figures-about-Kent/equality-and-diversity-data

5

What do you know about the groups of people who will be Not known
affected? i.e. demographic information in relation to the protected
characteristic groups (age, disability, pregnancy and maternity, religion or
belief, race, sex, sexual orientation, gender reassignment)
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6

What consultation has taken place with affected groups? Please None
describe who was consulted and the key findings

7

Are there any gaps in information? If so, what additional research No
and/or consultation is needed to ensure that affected groups
needs and views are taken into account?

Step 3: Assessing the equality impact
8

Consider whether the activity or proposal has or will have any positive or negative equality impacts on the protected characteristic groups in
relation to the following aims of the General Equality Duty:
a) tackling unlawful discrimination
b) promoting equality of opportunity
c) promoting good relations
NOTES:
 The Initial Screening will have identified which aims of the Public Sector Equality Duty are relevant to the activity or proposal for consideration
 For existing activities, consider how they are working in practice for each relevant protected group
 For new proposals, consider whether there is anything that could give rise to positive and negative equality impacts for each relevant protected group
 If there is no identified equality impact, please tick the ‘No Impact’ box and explain why in question 9
 If the equality impact is unclear, please tick the ‘Unknown’ box and explain why in question 9
POSITIVE IMPACTS

a

Age

Information not required

b

Disability

Applications to purchase Council
owned land should be made in
writing. However, where a disabled
person finds it impossible or
unreasonably difficult to make a
written request, the Council makes a
reasonable adjustment under the
Equality Act 2010. This may include
accepting a verbal request for
information or responding in a
particular format which is accessible
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS

NO IMPACT UNKNOWN

☐
☐

☐
☐
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to the disabled person, such as
braille, large print, email or audio
formats.
The Equality Act 2010 requirements
as to disabled access are the
responsibility of asset holding
managers.
Gender neutral

c

Gender (including reassignment)

d

Race

e

Religion/Belief

Applicants can request information in
different formats.
Not applicable

f

Sexual Orientation

Not applicable

g

Pregnancy/Maternity

Not applicable

9

If ‘no impact’ or ‘unknown’ was selected,
please explain
If Dartford Borough Council works with
partners to deliver the activity or proposal,
please describe any circumstances that
could give rise to positive or negative
equality impacts between different groups
Any other comments

10

11
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☐
☐

☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Non-discrimination provisions are referred to in contracts

All transactions are dealt with on an open market value basis e.g. in the case of sales by exposure to
market, rent reviews and lease renewals by negotiation based on comparable evidence.
Leases have terms and conditions requiring compliance with the law.
The ‘Policy on the disposal of surplus & underused land & property owned by the Council’ refers to
the Council making reasonable adjustments under the Equality Act 2010.
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Step 4: Action plan
11. Based on the information in Steps 1 to 3, please list the actions that will be taken to address:
a) any gaps in information and consultation
b) how any negative impacts on equality will be mitigated or eradicated
a) If additional information and/or consultation is required or the impact is still unclear, what actions will you put in place to gather the information
you need?
Information needs
Action
Intended outcome
Date for completion
How this will be
Responsible officer
monitored

b) If any negative impacts on equality were found, what actions will you put in place to mitigate or eradicate these impacts?
Identified impacts (and Action
who is affected)

Intended outcome

Date for completion

How this will be
monitored

Responsible officer

Step 5: Decision making and future monitoring
13
14

Which decision making process does this Customer Access Review
need to go through? i.e. who does this need to be approved by?
How will you continue to monitor the impact of the activity or
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Management Team - Sarah Martin –Strategic Director (Internal Services)
Through the complaints process if and when a Stage Two review of an
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proposal on the equality groups?
15

When will you review this Customer Access Review?

initial decision to refuse to sell Council owned land is undertaken or a
complaint about the service is received.
Every three years

Step 6: Final steps
16
17
18

Once this Customer Access Review has been approved, send this assessment to the Policy & Projects Officer
If the subject of the Customer Access Review is going to committee, summarise your findings in the committee report
Implement the actions identified from this Customer Access Review and ensure progress is monitored and recorded
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